1. Download the pertinent ZIP file from Linked Heritage Learning Objects site [http://linkedheritage.cab.unipd.it/training/ZIP-files-for-translations/](http://linkedheritage.cab.unipd.it/training/ZIP-files-for-translations/)

2. Unzip the compressed folder.
The 'css' folder holds Linked Heritage Learning Objects stylesheets. The 'en' folder holds the actual pages content, in English language. The 'fonts' folder holds additional webfonts to be used with LH style. The 'hd' folder holds High Definition videos (when applicable). The 'images' folder holds all image files to be used both for LH style, and for page contents.

3.
Open 'en' folder. Edit HTML files with a code editor, and, when applicable, edit TXT and SRT files included in "texts" folder. TXT files are transcripts of HTML pages or embedded videos. SRT files are video subtitles to be uploaded in your video platform of choice. 'js' folder holds the JavaScript used in a couple of Learning Objects.

Of course is up to you the choice about how much of the Linked Heritage style and layout you want to retain.

All Linked Heritage Learning Objects are licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial Share Alike Licence (CC-BY-NC-SA) http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/.